We now outline the constructions involved in our analysis of the GLI, R-homotopy type of D(Rk). We study D( Rk) through the stable GL,R-type of its nth space D"( Rk). For n = 1, the complex D'( Rk) is the double suspension of the Tits building [21] on Rk, and this is the motivation for calling D"(Rk) the n-dimensional building, and D(Rk) the stable building. (Note however that these higher dimensional buildings are not buildings in the abstract sense of Jacques Tits [ 181.) From an explicit description of this n-dimensional building, we find a filtration of D"(Rk) indexed by the isomorphism classes [w] of partial orderings (posets) on the set { 1, . . . , k}, which we call the poset filtration {F~oIDn(Rk)}[ol. This is a filtration because the indexing set is again partially ordered by decreasing strength of the partial orderings involved.
We build a covering of D"( Rk) by apartments, which are certain subcomplexes homeomorphic to Snk. We are able to completely compute the behavior of the poset filtration restricted to an apartment A, (F,A},. First we find that each F,A is stably contractible, except when the poset w is indiscrete (setting 1 = 2 = . . . = k), in which case F,A g S". to split for rather trivial reasons.) Also the K-theory of b, the category of based finite sets, maps to KR for each ring R, by taking a finite set to the free R-module generated by its non-basepoint elements. Kb has a rank filtration analogous to that for KR, and the above map preserves these filtrations. In particular the rank filtration gives a quick proof of the Barratt -Priddy -Quillen theorem, as S g F1 Kb 4 Kb is a stable equivalence.
The conjecture mentioned earlier holds for k = 2 when R is a Euclidean domain or a local ring, so we have a short exact sequence: 0+HzD(R2)-tbGL2R/T2@H[-l]d2zGL,R/P, -0. This complex is known to be exact at EO, at El for R local or Euclidean, at E2 for R a field, and at E3 for R = [F2.
These two complexes can be used for direct group homological computations towards determining the spectrum homology of respectively the second and third stages in the rank filtration of KR for concrete rings R.
THE RANK FILTRATION OF K-THEORY

The simplicial categories describing K-theory spectra
We study the algebraic K-theory of a ring R using Waldhausen's [22] construction of the K-theory spectrum KR. This is constructed from the category with cofibrations and weak equivalences 9(R) of finitely generated projective R-modules, with split injections as the cofibrations and isomorphisms as the weak equivalences.
We also consider the free Ktheory of R, KfR, constructed from the subcategory with cofibrations and weak equivalences 9(R) of finitely generated free R-modules. In this case, cofibrations are split injections with free quotient modules, while the weak equivalences are still isomorphisms. Reformulated, a morphism f: N + M in 9(R) is a cofibration precisely if M g N @ N' for two free R-modules N and N', and f is inclusion on the first summand. For a general category with cofibrations and weak equivalences %', the K-theory spectrum K%? has nth space B"K%? (n 2 l), defined as the geometric realization of the n-multisimplicial category wS,S, . . . S,%?, where S, is Waldhausen's S.-construction. (KR = Kg(R) and K"R = KF(R).) Equivalently we may consider the diagonal simplicial category
[q]HwS,S, . . . s,Gf? = ws;g, and we shall take the realization of this simplicial category as our model for B"K@.
For concreteness, and to settle notation, the remainder of this section recalls the definition of a category with cofibrations and the S.-construction from [22] . Definition 1.1. A category %? is pointed if it has a chosen zero object *, i.e. an object which is both initial and terminal. A category with cojibrations is a pointed category V with a subcategory co%, the category of cojibrations in %7. A morphism in co% is called a cofibration, denoted A-B. co% is assumed to contain the isomorphisms of V, and the morphism * + A for each object A in 97. co%? is also assumed to be closed under arbitrary cobase change in G9, i.e. if A H B is a cofibration and A + C is any morphism in %', the categorical pushout C u AB should exist in %, and the canonical morphism C --f C u,$ should be a cofibration.
A category with cofibrations and weak equivalences is a category with cofibrations %?, (co%? is implicit) together with a subcategory WV, the category of weak equivalences in %?. A morphism in w%? is called a weak equivalence. w%? is assumed to contain the isomor- A functor between categories with cofibrations (and weak equivalences) is called exact if it preserves these structures, i.e. the zero object, the subcategory of cofibrations, and the categorical pushout diagrams (and the subcategory of weak equivalences). For a category 9, let the arrow category Ar 9 have objects the morphisms (i + j) of 9, and morphisms from (i + j) to (i' + j') the set of commutative diagrams in 9:
If %' and 9 are categories, let Fun(W, 9) denote the category of functors from V to 9 and natural transformations of these. If %? has a category of weak equivalences WV?:, S,V? is similarly a simplicial category with cofibrations and weak equivalences: Let wS,% have morphisms the ye : F -+ G such that each q(i + j) is in w%?.
By naturality of these extended structures on S,%?, we can iterate the S.-construction, obtaining for each n 2 1 an n-multisimplicial category with cofibrations and weak equivalences S,S, . . . S,'Z. By inspection, we can identify the l-skeleton of IwS,%? with the suspension XI w%$ yielding an inclusion YZ w%?~G I wS,+?l. Applying this to the n-multisimplicial category above, we obtain a (pre-)spectrum nH(WS,S,.
. . s,q E Iwsy I I Y n times which turns out to be an Q-spectrum after the first stage. Waldhausen defines this to be the K-theory spectrum of V.
After this review of Waldhausen's definitions; we can now define: DeJinition 1.4. The nth space B"KV of the K-theory spectrum of V is the realization of the diagonal simplicial category
Csl-wS~~
for n 2 1.
The lattice conditions on cubical diagrams
We often prefer to think of an object in S,V in terms of the subdiagram it determines over the full subcategory spanned by the (0 -j) in Ar[q] with jE[q]. Note that the restricted diagram determines the full diagram up to isomorphism, due to the pushout conditions on objects in S,V. We identify [q] with this full subcategory, using the injection r : [q] 4 Ar [q] given by j H (0 -+ j). Then for each q, r induces a restriction functor r* taking a diagram F on Ar[q] to a diagram cr = r*F on [q]. Explicitly, r*F is a chain of cofibrations in %Y of the form * = Cr(O)HCr(l)H.
. .
-g(q).
The following lemmas indicate why this is a workable simplification. . .-a(q)
where all the columns are in co%, such that each pushout map z(j) u a(j) a(k) + r(k) is a cofibration for j I k (checking for k = j + 1 is sufficient). Given choices of subquotients for a, r, there are then canonical quotient cofibrations extending the transformation diagram above to Ar [q] .
A weak equivalence a + z in wS,V is a commutative diagram as above, where all the column morphisms are in w%. Again, choosing subquotients for a and z determines canonical quotient weak equivalences extending the diagram.
Thus, by Lemma 2.1 the forgetful functor r* is an equivalence when applied to any of the categories S,%Y, coS,V? and wS,%, as any consistent choice of subquotients provides an inverse. This proves the lemma for n = 1, and the general case follows by induction. n Definition 2.3. Observe that an object a of w(r*S,)"% is "a diagram on [q], * at 0, in the category of diagrams on [q], * at 0, . . . , repeated n times, . . . in the category of diagrams on [q], * at 0, in %?', subject to a hierarchy of conditions requiring certain pushout morphisms to be cofibrations. Clearly this is equivalent to a diagram on ([q])", * off(q)", subject to said conditions. Call a cube in V on ([q] )", taking the value * off (q)", satisfying them a lattice. We refer to these conditions as the lattice conditions, and will make them explicit in Lemma 2.5.
A morphism a -+ r in w(r*S,)"% is a morphism of lattices such that a(%) + z(k) is in w% for each ZE([q])".
To formulate the lattice conditions, we need some notation for cubes and subcubes. This proves necessity of the lattice conditions. Sufficiency is proved by reversing the argument.
n Remark 2.6. Note that [q] H w(r*S,)"%? is not a simplicial category. The face maps aifOri= 1,. . . , q are well defined as restriction to the size (q -1) n-subcube of ([q])" where no coordinate is equal to i. Also the degeneracy maps sj inserting identity morphisms restrict well over r*. However, the face map do of S,% uses the choices of subquotients inherent in a diagram on Ar [q], which are forgotten by Y*. It is possible to define face maps 8, on the level of lattices, but they will generally only satisfy the simplicial identities up to isomorphism. We shall see in Section 3 that this difficulty disappears when we limit attention to the subquotients of the rank filtration.
3. The stable rank filtration Hypothesis 3.1. We now turn to the algebraic K-theory of a ring. Let R be an associative ring with unit. Throughout the paper we assume that R satisfies the (strong) invariant dimension property [12] , i.e. if there exists a split injection of R-modules R"cr R" then n I m.
This implies that R" and R" are isomorphic if and only if n = m. Examples of such rings are commutative rings, or algebras over commutative rings which additively are finitely generated and free. This includes finite matrix algebras over commutative rings, and group rings of commutative rings over finite groups. Other examples are those rings which admit a homomorphism onto a skew-field.
For the remainder of the paper, we will only be considering free K-theory, and so let KR denote the free K-theory KF(R) of R in place of Quillen's K-theory Kg(R). As previously noted, these two theories agree in all positive degrees. By our hypothesis, finitely generated free R-modules have a well-defined rank, and rrOKSR z Z.
We now filter 9(R) by the full subcategories F,F( R) of submodules of rank k or less. These are not closed under pushouts, hence do not inherit a structure of category with cofibrations from F(R):
Proof In spectrum level n, the space ) B"KR 1 is a CW-complex and has an exhaustive filtration by the subcomplexes IF,B"KRl. Hence colimk+, ~iF,B"KR 5 niBnKR, and the lemma follows as n passes to infinity. n Remark 3.6. QmKP(R) 'v KOR x BGL(R)+ [7] , where X + denotes Quillen's plus construction on X. For finite ranks k, BGLkRf is not generally an infinite loop space, so we cannot expect a description of this type for the spaces n"FkKR, (for neither free nor ordinary K-theory). In this sense, our rank filtration differs from the one offered by the plus construction on finite rank matrices. Next we investigate the subquotients of the nth spaces of the rank filtration. where the top (largest) module has rank exactly k, together with a base object *4. by this observation and the simplicial identities. By Remark 2.6, X, supports all the simplicial maps except the 0th face maps. So clearly we can define a, by mapping all nondegenerate simplices of X, to *, and extend to degenerate simplices as dictated by the simplicial identities. This gives X, the structure of a simplicial category, compatible under the map r* with the simplicial structure on Xl. Hence r* is a simplicial equivalence. The simplicial identities referred to in Remark 2.6, which in general would hold only up to isomorphism, now reduce to the true identity * = *. Having established the equivalence r* : FkB"KR/Fk-1 B"KR N IX, 1, we turn to studying X,. It has two simplicial small subcategories Y. and Z,, (X, 2 Y, 2 Z,) defined as follows. Both Y, and Z, have objects the lattices where the top module is equal to Rk (not just isomorphic) and the cofibration morphisms are genuine inclusions (not just injective maps).
Y, is the simplicial full subcategory of X., while Z, has only the identity morphisms, and is effectively a simplicial set, namely D"(Rk). (Both Y, and Z, also contain the base object in every degree). Every object of X, is isomorphic to one in Y,. Choosing such an isomorphism for every object of X,, taking the identity whenever possible, suffices to describe a deformation retraction from IX.1 down to ( Y-1.
Furthermore, the morphisms in Y, are precisely determined by the source object and the morphism's action on the top module Rk, i.e. an element of GLkR. This means that Y, is the simplicial based translation category for the GL,R-action on Z., and we easily obtain 1 Y-1 z 1 Z, I/hGLkR. Identifying the realization of Z, in the category direction with its simplicial object set, which we call D"(Rk), we have now established the needed homotopy equivalence IX, 1 2 D"( Rk)/hGLk R.
For the statements about spectra, note that the inclusions Z, c Y, c X, respect the connecting maps coming from KR.
n By untangling the description of the simplicial set 1 Z, I in the proof above, we extract the following definition: A face map 8i for i = 1, . . , , q deletes the vertices in ([q])" lying in the n 'hyperplanes' where at least one coordinate is equal to i. 8, iteratively divides out by the modules at the vertices with at least one coordinate equal to 1. The degeneracies sj insert identity morphisms across the n hyperplanes where at least one coordinate is equal to j.
By inspection, any simplex of dimension greater than nk is degenerate, so D"(Rk) is (at most) nk-dimensional. GLkR acts on D"( Rk) as automorphisms of Rk by permuting the submodules.
APARTMENTS
Axial submodules
Definition 4.1. Let &' be the category of finite sets, with injections as cofibrations and bijections as weak equivalences. Its K-theory spectrum has 0th space Z x BC L, and has a rank filtration (filter by cardinality) with analogous properties to those indicated for KR in the previous section. (8 should really be the category of based finite sets and functions, but we suppress the base point.)
We have a functor d -+ F(R) respecting the rank filtration, taking a finite set I to R', the free R-module generated by I. Identify Rk and Rk. Hence we can identify a q-simplex CJ # *4 of D"(1) with the minimal vertex h E (q)" where a(G) = 1. Using this we shall now recognize this simplicial set as the smash product of n copies of the simplicial circle A(.l)/dA(l). 
Pick sites and submodule configurations
We can characterize the lattice diagrams on ([q] )" by certain distinguished vertices of (q)", called the pick sites, and the R-modules occurring there, called the submodule conjiguration. This section defines these terms. The existence of such f follows from splitness of cofibrations. is non-negative; in fact this sum equals the rank of the quotient of the cofibration above. 
Apartments covering D"( Rk)
We now give an alternative description of how to construct apartments in D" (Rk) . These are subcomplexes of D"(Rk) homeomorphic to Snk, obtained as GL,R-translates of the standard apartment discussed in Section 4. For n = 1 this recovers the doubly-suspended apartments of the Tits building. We show that the apartments cover the n-dimensional building D"( Rk).
Fix a g E GLkR. 
. Let eE GLkR be the identity. A(e) equals the standard apartment A, and A(g) = g-A G D"(Rk). n
This lemma is clear, and indicates how to check that a(g; tl, . . . , &) is a lattice from the analysis in Section 4 for A = D"(k). 
The poset filtration of D"(Rk)
In this section we introduce the poset filtration on D"(Rk) by observing that the pick sites of a lattice inherit a partial ordering from the n-cube in which they are located. A filtration indexed over the isomorphism classes of partial orderings on { 1, . . . , k} results, and we describe the subquotients of this filtration in terms of an analogous filtration on the standard apartment A, and a G&R-set of submodule configurations.
Consider a q-simplex u of D"( Rk), different from *. Choose some numbering of its pick sites (i1,. . . , &). This determines a function k + (q)", and hence induces a poset structure o, on k by pullback; this is the strongest ordering for which the function is order preserving. The standard apartment carries the further structure of a poset filtration indexed by PO(k), i.e. the actual poset structures on k. This is because there is a canonical numbering of the pick sites of a (non-basepoint) simplex r~ in A, given by insisting that the ith pick site I;i is the initial site 2 e(q)" where i E k occurs, i.e. i E a(g). Thus we have a filtration { F,A},,p,(k) of the standard apartment, as defined below: Definition 8.2. Let F,A consist of (* and) the simplices 0 ED"(k) 4 D"( Rk) for which the pick sites with the canonical numbering satisfy $i I ij in (q)" whenever i <j in O. (Gd,
Note that FrwlD"( Rk) is GLI,R-invariant, and preserved by the connecting maps in the quotient spectrum FkKR/Fk_ I KR. Hence we obtain a spectrum-with-GL,R-action and F <r@(Rk).
Next consider a simplex o in the standard apartment A, with CO, = w. Its submodule configuration consists of the axial submodules R w~ in Rk as i varies through k. Hence the isotropy of the GLkR-action on this submodule configuration, which fixes the indexing of the axial submodules, is the parabolic subgroup defined below. As usual the orbit of this action can be identified with GLkR/P,.
Dejinition 8.5. For any partial ordering CO on k let P, denote the parabolic subgroup {gEGLkRIgRW' = R"' for all iEk}.
We have the following description of the subquotients of the poset filtration. To prove the second claim, consider a simplex (T # * in Y, and a g E GLkR such that g * (T is in Y. Both cr and g -o have the same pick sites and submodule configuration as sets, but the pick sites may be numbered differently. The renumbering corresponds to the action of an element rc of &, which actually must come from @,&,, as c and g * CJ both have their pick sites ordered precisely as per CO. Then Z-' *g fixes both the pick sites and the submodule configuration, and hence must lie in P,. n
Homotopy type of apartment subcomplexes
This section computes the weak equivariant homotopy type of the various subcomplexes occurring in the poset filtration of the standard apartment, up to one special case.
That case will be handled in Section 11. Let A = An,k G D"(Rk) be the standard apartment, W a poset on k. Then: Recall that a q-simplex 0~ A (a # *) corresponds to its k pick sites (i1, . . . , fik) where ei first appears in r~( fii). Identify each pick site with an increasing chain of subsets as in Section 2. So 0 corresponds to a k-tuple of increasing chains of subsets of n, or equivalently an increasing chain of k-tupies of subsets of n.
To complete the proof, we introduce some notation. Let T' denote the poset of k-tuples Z=(Z1,.
. . , zk) of arbitrary subsets of n, ordered by inclusion in each of the k components. Tk is the subposet of T' of k-tuples satisfying the reverse inclusions of w, i.e. Zi 2 Zj if ilj in 0. Let 6=(0 ,..., a), and Ei=(n ,..., n). There is also a reduced version, for based complexes.
Set T=T'-{&A}, T, = TA -(6, r'i]. Then we can identify
LEMMA 9.5. The projection A( V) x Xp*2-X induces an equivalence X^ f X.
Proo$ Use Quillen's theorem A [14] . n
We will study F,,A in terms of the covering given in the lemma below. It is a direct consequence of Lemma 7.4.
LEMMA 9.6. F,,A is covered by the F,.A where w' = CO + (i -+ j) with i -+ j extremal with respect to w. Also whenever CO' = w + (i. -+jo) +
. + (i, +jq). n 
LEMMA 9.8. There exists a 2n-connected map F,,A A + S" * NI(o) for each n, making F,, A 'v FL O3 C NI(o) as spectra. Here * denotes the join of spaces.
def def
Proof. We construct a map from X = F,,A" to Y = NI(o) xD"+l uA(E,)x S".
Here D"+ ' denotes an n + l-ball with S" as its boundary. As A(E,) is contractible, Y is homotopy equivalent to the join S"*NI(w). View X and Y as spaces over A(.!$,,), by projection on the first factor. Every F,, A contains F,, A 2 S", so by Lemma 9.6 both X and Y contain A( E,) x S". We define f: X --f Y to be the identity on this part. The remainder sits above NI(o), and here we extend f over one simplex at a time, by increasing dimension. This is possible as the relevant target is contractible. The resulting map is 2n-connected by a spectral sequence argument, as above each simplex of NI(o) the 'fiber' in X is some F,, A which is (2n -l)-connected by Proposition 9.1, while the 'fiber' in Y is contractible. n 
Configuration spaces
In Sections 8 and 9 we described the subquotients of the poset filtration on D"(Rk) in terms of submodule configurations and the complex Fc6, A,,[ c A,,I for various 1. Here we relate this space to configuration spaces.
Fcdr A c A z LYk is the subcomplex of k-tuples of pick sites which satisfy some relation in (q)". It has a geometric description. in R" such that no pi I kj in the product ordering on R" when i # j.
% (lP, k) embeds as an open submanifold of (S") nk 2 Snk.
Dejinition 11.2. Let the singular space P'(rW", k) be the subcomplex Snk -W(W, k) of (SY h k, consisting of * and (n,, . . , &) in R" such that some $ I ~j with i # j.
LEMMA 11.3. &-equiuariantly
F<d,A,,k E Y(R", k).
Proof Using the simplicial isomorphism (I = A(l), the unit interval) An,k r (Z"/dZ") A k we obtain homeomorphisms for each poset o: Then ZE& acts by x-a,, = an(u)n(v).
Remark 11.9. This is a left X,-representation on cohomology, Z-dual to the right representation on homology. Hence the cohomology of %([w"-', k) sits in degrees 0, n -2, . . . , (k -l)(n -2), with top group free on (k -l)! generators a2j2a3jp *. . . * akjk with each i >ji 2 1. By duality, the homology of A/FC6,A sits in degrees n + (2k -2), n + (2k -2) + (n -2), . . . , nk. Dejinition 11.10. Let W, be the Z&-representation given by the bottom homology group of A/F, dr A, for n large.
Comparison with Lemma 9.8 shows that this is well-defined. WI = H, the trivial representation, and W, = Z[ -11, the sign representation. As an abelian group W, is free of rank (k -l)!. Cohen's computation gives an explicit presentation, including the &-action, which we will find a simple description of in Section 13. 
Thus the homology is concentrated in degrees 0 through (2k -2).
Proof: Filter {D"( R")}, by @'s, the union of the { FrolD"( R")}, for which size(o) I s. Here s varies from 0 through (2k -2).
By Propositions 8.6, 9.1 and 9.9, and Lemma 9. Furthermore the differentials in E: (Rk) are left adjoint to those of E:(k); hence recognizing the differentials on the standard apartment is sufficient to describe the differentials in the theorem.
The exactness of the complex above is also sufficient to reprove by induction on k that wk is free abelian and, in principle, to recover that its rank is (k -l)!.
We will see computational evidence for the following connectivity conjecture in Sections 14 and 15. 
(k + l)-ad homotopy
We will reexpress the top homology of a configuration space as the bottom (k + l)-ad homotopy group of a wedge of spheres. This argument is based on an approach due to Gunnar Carlsson. The proof we give uses a construction related to Thomas Goodwillie's kth derivative of an analytic functor [6] . Using this, we give a simple explicit description of the &-representation wk in terms of free Lie algebras. denote the free abelian subgroup generated by the k-fold iterated brackets in FLk involving each generator exactly once. It has rank (k -l)!. C, acts on both FLk and XLI, by permuting the generators.
From now on we will analyze the case X = S". The Hilton-Milnor theorem gives an explicit description of 7t* Tk(Sm, id), and by the lemma below, also of rc* T,(Sm, n"E").
LEMMA 13.7. Tk(X, EE") = SZ"7"(EnX, id). Proof:
by S""-duality [9] 
for m + n even and m sufficiently large g (XL,')*.
n With this, we have completely determined the modules in the complex Ei(Rk) in Theorem 12.1. Note that we have also effectively computed the coefficient spectra in the Taylor series for the identity functor viewed as an analytic functor in the sense of [63.
Connectivity results
In this section we prove the connectivity Conjecture 12.3 for the case k = 2. We also give an alternative description of the stable building, which shows that it has the type of a finite G&R-complex.
Lastly we obtain partial results towards the connectivity conjecture for higher k when R = Z/p'.
First we extend Definition 8.5: Dejinition 14.1. For I s k, P, = (G&R)sr, the isotropy of R' under GL,R-action, is a parabolic subgroup. PI,, I, = PI, n. ' ' n P14. Note that P, = P,, ok. 
be the complex with q-simplices {M, . . . , M4) with every
Mi spanned by some columns of one g E Nk.
The analogous result to Lemma 14.6 is still true. Also: Fix a basis monomial z E H,(Nk; [F,). By the splitting, the summand of E1 corresponding to z is a horizontal chain complex. It is equal to the augmented chain complex of a complex AZ, shifted upward (to the right) one degree. Here A, has a q-simplex for every (IO, . . . , Z4} such that z E ff,(Q,, r,; F,), i.e. z occurs at position (q + 1, t) in the spectral sequence. It follows that A, is the simplex spanned by its vertices. So A, N * unless A, = 0, which happens precisely when z is mixing. Clearly E2 is the sum of the homologies of the augmented chain complexes of the A,: We omit the details. The note about submodule configurations is immediate from the comment preceding Definition 8. 5 . 
. E,(3) is exact at E,,, at El if R is local or Euclidean, at E2 ifR is a jield, and at E3 if R = F2.
Proofi The augmentation is surjective for any ring with units, which amounts to exactness at EO. def ker(d,) is generated by the (e, -g) = (ePr, -gPr2)
for g E GL3R, as a hGL3R-module.
im(d2) contains (e, -9) for gEP,, gEPll and g = $ by Lemma 15.3. Furthermore, the gEGL3R
with (e, -g)Eim(d*) form a subgroup, as (e, -g-'/i) = (e, -e) -g-'(e, -9) + g-r(e, -h). For R local or Euclidean, PI, PI2 and $ generate all of GL3R, so im(d2) = ker(d,). We call a free submodule of Rk of rank two, included by a cofibration, a plane. We interpretaGL3R-cosetofP,,P,,,P,,,,,Plz,3,P1,12,3andT3asalinel,aplaneol,alinein a plane (I c a) (I is included into a by a cofibration), a line transverse to a plane (1 6 a) (R3 is the direct sum (1 + a) 
